Nike
USARADCOM / HEAD OF THE NIKE HOUSE

On duty 24 hours a day, the men of the United States Army Air Defense Command (USARADCOM) stand prepared to defend our cities, industry, and the forces we'll need to defeat any enemy that brings war to America. Homes for these soldiers are the more than 260 Nike sites from the Atlantic to the Pacific coasts and from the Canadian to the Mexican borders. There, they keep Nike missiles serviced and ready to go.

MISSILE MASTER / KEEPS THE NIKE

Missile Masters are electrical "brains" which service Nike defenses with information needed to fight air battles. Operating round-the-clock, their radars spot aircraft. Should an unfriendly "blip" appear on scope, a specific Nike unit assigned through Missile Master would go for the "kill."
NIKE—The Growing Family of Missiles

NIKE-AJAX, since 1953—on site ... combat ready ... able to outclimb, outspeed, outmaneuver any known manned bomber .................

NIKE-HERCULES, since 1958—big brother to the Ajax ... faster ... greater range and speed ... with a nuclear warhead, it can destroy entire formations of bombers ...

NIKE-ZEUS, under development— to meet the threat of long-range missiles or the spying “eyes” of enemy satellites ... Zeus is in the news ... Zeus is in step with the future ...
For additional information ...

write: Information Section
Headquarters, USARADCOM
Ent Air Force Base
Colorado Springs, Colorado